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1. ELEMENTS

Regarding fire, I forgot your face
and was consumed. In water I found no reflection
I cared to see and dove deep, seeking what water never has:
permanence; and having only memory of breath, drowned there.
It is a long and varied death this forgetting. Pieces of you
haunt me in another's cheek, another's brow, another's trick of looking back
and almost seeing me that is so yours
I still believe the whole of you is there beyond my grasp ...
I reach out, each time - I cannot help it ...
and touch each time only the fading memory of air.
Oh, be a solid thing a little longer - something I can hold.
But I forget: you are scattered into forever,
and the earth of you, your elemental being, 
was the least of what you were. But it was all
I could ever hold

2. SKIN

When I loved you living I tried my best
to put off my skin and stand before you truly.
But the skin has consolations I thereby also put away;
I would have frozen save for the mercy of your eyes
that bade me put on my skin again - for comfort's sake?
for decency? for the dreamed-of frictions of rough on smooth?
I might have done it except for the blood.



3. SEPULCHER

You live in me. And what is that,
when I cannot bear myself? You are consigned
merely to a breathing tomb. I could wish for you a better custody.
Live in a leaf that opens to the sun, not in this dark carcass
that must always shun the light. Or live in a candle's guttering flame
that may kindle another before it goes. Live in any kindly, joyous thing
instead of me. I cannot be what you should have.
I never could.

4. FAR MUSIC

Does it grow less, I wonder? But how can loss itself
diminish except by growing full? I remember once being full
of feelings - pain, joy, it makes no matter: all out on the edge
of too much, tuned tight to the one note, the bond, 
until it broke. Was it too much? Was it truly beyond enduring?
Or did I merely lack some necessary thing - strength, or courage,
or simple faith - that would have vibrated forever with that note
from the one striking, her eyes finding mine and gently smiling?
Is there within me more than the one string that could endure
the rack tightening by inexorable degrees to make love's music?
What instrument am I with my discordances? Sometimes
I wonder, hearing other musics faint and far away. I wonder,
yearning again to be full and tuned taut to some half-forgotten note
that's not my own alone. I wonder at your eyes, that do not smile
but wait, and watch me, and wait. I think we are listening together.

END


